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1 Introduction
Swarm robotics is an approach to the coordination of large numbers of robots that has become an
increasingly popular field of research in recent years [1], not least because properly engineered robot
swarms are scalable, flexible, and robust, making them an attractive alternative to single-robot systems
in many application domains [2]. Since its inception, the field of swarm robotics has grown beyond its
roots in purely decentralised control inspired by social insect behaviour [3], now often utilising hybrid
centralised/decentralised control architectures that incorporate human operators who guide swarm
actions during tasks such as firefighting [4], or the localisation of radiation sources [5].
This kind of human-swarm interaction has attracted significant interest from the research com-
munity, spawning an entire sub-field of its own that investigates how human operators, supervisors,
and team-mates can interact with robot swarms and receive feedback from them [6]. To date, human-
swarm control methods such as the use of graphical user interfaces [5][7] and spatial gestures [8][9][10]
have received much attention, but there has been little investigation into the potential of controlling
swarm robotic systems with an operator’s voice. The few studies that have explored this idea [11][12]
are restricted to the use of specific predefined phrases that the human operator is required to learn,
resulting in interactions that are unnatural in comparison to the way a human would normally express
themselves in speech. In this paper, we present a novel architecture for conversational human-swarm
interaction that addresses these issues, allowing swarm robotic systems to be engineered in such a way
that a human operator can guide a swarm using spoken dialogue in a more natural manner.
2 An architecture for conversational human-swarm interaction
IBM Cloud [13] is a cloud platform-as-a-service (free to use for educators and students via the Academic
Initiative for Cloud offer [14]) that provides a catalogue of services which developers can use to build
applications. As part of this catalogue, IBM offer a number of machine-learning-based services such as
language translation, image recognition, and sentiment analysis. We employ theWatson Conversation
service [15], which allows developers to define a dialogue tree for a virtual agent/chatbot that can
engage with users on a particular topic. The developer defines a set of intents (goals the user may
want to achieve), a set of entities (classes of objects relevant to the user’s intents), and a set of
rules that define how the chatbot should respond based on the entities and intents recognised in the
user’s input. In addition, the developer provides a set of example phrases for each intent, as well
as synonyms for each entity, which are used to train the natural language classifier. The Watson
Conversation service can also be configured to ask the user for further information if their intent is
unclear, thus making the system robust to the flexibility of natural dialogue.
To conversationally interact with a swarm of robots, we can define the human-swarm interaction as
a dialogue using the Watson Conversation service. A human operator’s goals can be encoded as intents
(e.g. “select robots with at least 50% battery”, “add robots to swarm three”, “swarm three perform
flocking”), and domain objects can be defined as entities (e.g. “robot”, “battery”, “swarm three”).
The dialogue tree provided by the developer links these intents and entities to operator feedback via
natural language responses (like a traditional chatbot), as well as domain-specific responses that can
be used to guide the robotic system.
2.1 Core architecture
The core architecture for the proposed conversational interaction is shown in Figure 1 (left). The
Human-Swarm Interaction Controller (HSIC) is the interface to the human operator commanding
the swarm, which streams voice recordings to the Watson Speech to Text service [16] running in the
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Figure 1: System architecture. Left: Core architecture, Right: Automatic code generation.
IBM Cloud. This service analyses the audio and converts it into text, then passes it to the Watson
Conversation service running the domain-specific dialogue tree, which interprets the human operator’s
intent and responds accordingly. The HSIC then either requests further information from the operator
(if required by the dialogue tree), or dispatches complete commands to the Swarm Manager — a
target-specific piece of software written by the developer (e.g. a ROS master [17]) that interprets
these swarm-level commands and decomposes them into instructions that are sent to the individual
robots, triggering decentralised autonomous swarm behaviours.
2.2 Automatic code generation
Developing code for the Watson Conversation definition and the Swarm Manager independently may
lead to inconsistencies between the two that are only discovered at run-time. To address this, we
propose the use of a Domain-Specific Language (DSL) and a code generator that allows swarm engi-
neers to develop both of these artefacts from a single specification (see Figure 1, right), thus ensuring
consistency whilst reducing development effort. The code generator produces a JSON file that can be
uploaded to the Watson Conversation service running in the IBM Cloud, and corresponding Swarm
Manager code stubs for each of the swarm actions defined in the dialogue. The developer then com-
pletes the implementation of these stubs to define how the swarm-level commands are decomposed
into messages that are sent to the individual robots. When the Swarm Manager receives a command
from the HSIC, it invokes the corresponding auto-generated action stub, and the swarm is instructed
accordingly. To minimise development effort, a library of common, composable actions can be used in
the DSL. These actions might include the ability to select specific robots, assign a name to a selection
of robots for later reference, and common swarm behaviours such as flocking and aggregation.
3 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an extensible architecture for defining a conversational human-swarm
interaction model, which is sufficiently generic to be applied in many target domains. Using a DSL,
developers can easily define how a human operator’s intents are mapped to swarm-level commands,
enabling rapid development of conversational communication. The flexibility of the resulting human-
swarm interaction facilitates the use of natural spoken dialogue, which is particularly advantageous in
high-pressure situations where human operators may struggle to recall specific predefined commands,
and can instead interact with a robot swarm quickly and conversationally to achieve their goals.
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